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Schéma vzdělávacího systému České republiky ve školním / akademickém roce 2016/2017
Diagram of the education system of the Czech Republic 2016/2017

Legend (optional notes):
- white background: education (no examination)
- score background: education with examination
- grid background: selective education (special examination)
- blue background: free school attendance (no examination)
- pink background: exam education (selective)
- light background: exam education (non-selective)
- yellow background: exam education (special examination)
- gray background: exam education with examination
- red background: exam education (with diploma)
- green background: exam education (with diploma or examination)
- green background with cross: exam education (with diploma or examination after graduation)
- green background with stars: specialized education
- black background: exam education (with diploma or examination after graduation)

Figures: 1. 1st stage (primary school) 2. 2nd stage (lower secondary) 3. 3rd stage (upper secondary) 4. 4th stage (higher education)

Note: The education system of the Czech Republic is divided into primary, secondary, and higher education stages. Each stage is further divided into different types of education, such as selective, exam, and free education. The educational system is designed to provide a comprehensive education to all students, with options for further specialization and higher education. The diagram illustrates the flow of students through the system, from primary school to higher education, with various examination points and options for different types of education.
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